The Olympic movement has brought not only splendid sporting competitions, but also synergy and solidarity among people from all over the world. The theme of the 2008 IACMR conference provides a broad scope for a variety of research that will contribute to the increasingly important knowledge of organizations and management in the Chinese context. We wish to advocate the Olympic spirit in fostering excellence in management research relating to China. We wish to carry out the Olympic ideal in facilitating cooperation, coordination, and collaboration among researchers with diverse research interests and backgrounds. Most importantly, we wish to celebrate what we do best: advancing management research while solving real-world problems.

Sponsors: Guangdong University of Business Studies, Guangdong University of Foreign Studies, Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Jinan University, Nanjing University, National Sun Yat-Sen University Taiwan, Shenzhen University, South China Agricultural University, South China University of Technology, Sun Yat-Sen University Guangzhou, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, University of Macau, Xiamen University, ChinaHRD, Yantian International Container Terminals Limited, along with the National Natural Science Foundation of China.

Program: The first three days (June 19–21) will be invited keynote panels, refereed paper presentations, symposia, and poster/interaction paper sessions. The last day (June 22) will be devoted to professional development workshops.

Registration: Conference registration will open November 15, 2007. Please visit the IACMR website, www.iacmr.org, for registration information and early bird rates.

Inquiries: For questions about the Conference, please contact Jia Lin Xie at Xieil@Rotman.Utoronto.Ca or Jing Zhou at jzhou@rice.edu. For questions about the IACMR, please contact Xiao-ping Chen at xpchen@u.washington.edu.

Keynote Panel Speakers and Discussants (Partial List)

Sharon Alvarez, Ohio State University
Jay Barney, Ohio State University
Paul Beamish, University of Western Ontario
Danial Brass, University of Kentucky
Garry Bruton, Texas Christian University
John Child, University of Birmingham
Per Davidsson, Queensland U of Technology
Neil Fligstein, University of California, Berkeley
Doug Guthrie, New York University
Gary Hamilton, University of Washington
Heather Havement, U of California, Berkeley
Michael Hitt, Texas A&M University
Gary Johns, Concordia University
Tom Lee, University of Washington
Marjorie Lyles, Indiana University
Marshall Meyer, University of Pennsylvania
Terry Mitchell, University of Washington
Andrew Walder, Stanford University
Mike Wright, Nottingham University
Shaker Zahra, University of Minnesota
The International Association for Chinese Management Research (IACMR), founded in 2001, is a professional, academic organization to serve scholars, students, managers, and consultants who are interested in advancing knowledge about the management of organizations operating in the Chinese context.

The primary goal of the Association is to promote scholarly studies of the organization and management of firms by

- Providing a forum for the exchange of ideas and experience among researchers about management research in the Chinese context.
- Facilitating international collaboration between management researchers around the globe.
- Promoting the development of management research capabilities IN and ON China.

Regular activities of the IACMR include:

- Bi-annual international conference beginning with the Inaugural Conference in Beijing, PRC, June 17–20, 2004 and the second conference was held in Nanjing, China on June 15–18, 2006.
- Business meeting at the same site as the Academy of Management meeting.
- Special lectures by distinguished professors and business leaders at the business meetings.
- Research seminars by leading Chinese and international scholars in China.
- Research methods workshops for Chinese scholars and doctoral students.

For detailed information about IACMR activities or membership, visit our website (www.iacmr.org or www.iacmr.org.cn) or contact us at email: iacmr@asu.edu (U.S.A.), iacmr@ust.hk (Hong Kong), iacmr@pku.edu.cn (Beijing) or by phone 1-480-965-4530 (U.S.A.), (852) 2358-6358 (Hong Kong), or 8610-6275-6701 (Beijing).
A Research Powerhouse in Asia

- **No. 2** worldwide in EMBA ranking – *Financial Times 2005*
- **No. 20** worldwide in business research – *Financial Times 2005*
- **No. 25** worldwide in business research – *University of Texas at Dallas 2005*
- **No. 1** in finance research in Asia Pacific – *Arizona State University 2005*
- **No.1** in economics research in Asia Pacific – *Journal of European Economic Association 2003*

The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Located on the very doorstep of Chinese Mainland, the HKUST Business School is ideally positioned if you want to be at the forefront in creating and working on knowledge about business in the new Asia.

The School boasts 140 scholars from all over the world who are some of the brightest in their fields and committed to the pursuit of research excellence. Our programs and research capability have been consistently recognized as the best in the region.

All of our faculty members hold doctorates and are enthusiastic, high-spirited, and driven to achieve the best. The Business School is committed to contributing to the creation of management knowledge and maintaining the highest caliber of education. We welcome like-minded scholars to join us and explore the vast potential of Asia’s leading business school.

HKUST BUSINESS SCHOOL

www.bm.ust.hk
The International Ph.D. Program

http://www.gsm.pku.edu.cn/program/iphd

The International Ph.D. Program (IPHD), Guanghua School of Management, Peking University, is designed for candidates with outstanding intellectual abilities and a strong commitment to research. Specifically, the objectives are to:

• Train academic faculty for leading business schools in China and beyond;
• Enrich the intellectual environment of Guanghua School of Management;
• Enhance the quality of scholarly management research in China; and
• Cultivate highly-qualified young scholars in line with mainstream research in the fields.

Program Features

• A four-year full-time program in English.
• Research expertise following international standards and conducted by both full-time and visiting professors with distinguished academic credentials.
• Academic and innovative research opportunity throughout the 4-year study.
• Teaching assistantship for MBA and undergraduate programs available.
• Financial aid available to all admitted students.

Study Areas

• Organizational behavior and human resources management,
• Marketing,
• Strategic management.

Entry Eligibility

• A PRC undergraduate who is qualified for exemption from the general Master admission examination.
• A PRC graduate with a Bachelor or a Master degree from a recognized university with excellent academic records,
• An international applicant with an equivalent Bachelor or a Master degree.
• Competitive scores in GMAT or GRE, and TOEFL.

Application

• Please visit http://www.gsm.pku.edu.cn/program/iphd for the detailed information for application.

Guanghua Contacts: Christine You (86-10- 62756701, iphd@gsm.pku.edu.cn)
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